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Abstract
The current study drew upon several theoretical frameworks of cybersecurity
performance to evaluate distal and proximal individual attributes that may predict cyber
performance in a variety of cybersecurity work roles. The proposed models in this study
predicted that cognitive ability, personality (conscientiousness and openness to experience), and
motivational factors like learning orientation would work through proximal attributes like
technical knowledge, communication, and problem solving to influence performance.
Hypotheses were tested using 139 employee responses to predictor variables and performance
ratings from their supervisors across two industries and several cybersecurity work roles.
Correlational analyses and path models supported that several individual attributes predicted task
performance, including error detection (a cognitive ability dimension), conscientiousness,
learning orientation, and problem solving skill. Results also supported the mediating effects of
problem solving, in that cognitive ability, personality, and motivation work through problem
solving to influence task performance. Interestingly, computer and cyber related certifications
were not related to predictors or performance outcomes of interest. Considering the relative
strength of all the effects in this study, persistent problem solving, or the combination of learning
orientation and problem solving, seems to be a key factor in successful task performance for
cybersecurity personnel. Overall, the study highlights that psychosocial attributes are critical for
understanding and predicting cybersecurity performance. Future research should continue to
evaluate how individual characteristics relate to success in order to inform organizational
selection, placement, and training practices across the cyber domain.
v

Chapter One
Introduction
Over several months in early 2017, hackers entered the systems of one of the three largest
credit agencies in the world – and stole the personal identity information of over 143 million
Americans, up to 44 million British residents, and 100,000 Canadian residents (Hern, 2017;
Ligaya, 2017). The most shocking fact about this hack, beyond its sheer scope and reach, is the
fact that experts believe it was a relatively easy hack that could have been prevented if the
company had updated a piece of software to fix a known vulnerability in their systems (Newman,
2017). As a result, the hack left millions of people scrambling to protect their identities, and the
company lost nearly $2.35 billion in a single day (MacPherson, 2017). This company not only
suffered a massive financial loss, but also a loss of reputation – and must now provide
compensation to the individuals affected. At the 2017 Florida Center for Cybersecurity Annual
Conference, hundreds of cybersecurity professionals were asked if they believed that the
company would survive the aftermath of this attack. Only 7 people raised their hands.
This incident, unfortunately, is far from an isolated one. The modern business
environment is one of incredible instability and restlessness, especially given the exponential
growth of digital data and external and internal threats to that data. These threats are not ones of
fiction or mere scare tactics, but are real events happening in cyberspace with real organizational
consequences. In fact, cybercrime costs are expected to hit $6 trillion annually by 2021, making
it the largest transfer of economic wealth in history (Morgan, 2017). By 2021, organizations are
expected to spend upwards of $1 trillion dollars on cybersecurity (Morgan, 2017), which can be
1

defined as the “securing of information, systems, or other valuable commodities from
exploitation theft, or manipulation via electronic means” (Dreibelbis, Martin, Coovert, & Dorsey,
2018, p. 1). Organizations are acutely aware that securing information is far from a pure
technological issue, but rather a talent one (MacPherson, 2017). Organizations need capable
individuals, specifically cybersecurity professionals, to manage risk, identify and fix
vulnerabilities, and support an organizational culture that embraces safe security practices.
The development of a well-trained cyber workforce is not merely an organizational
concern, but a federal mandate. Executive orders from 2017 and 2019 mandate that federal
entities and contractors support the development of cybersecurity skills and mobilize the cyber
workforce to protect federal networks and critical infrastructure, and secure the United States
through cyber deterrence, international cooperation, and the national workforce. According to
Rodney Peterson, the director of the National Institute of Science and Technology’s (NIST)
National Initiative on Cybersecurity Education (NICE), the last objective, ordering a strong
cybersecurity workforce, is the most important. During National Training Month, he said, “It’s
not last, it’s first and most important, because it’s the foundation to make all those other things
happen. We need that knowledgeable and skilled cybersecurity workforce [so] that we can
protect those networks and critical infrastructure. So, it’s really seen as the key enabler”
(Thornton, 2017). This assertion was affirmed by the results of the 2016 Data Breach Report
produced by Verizon Enterprise Solutions. This report, which used data from more than 2,260
breaches and 100,000 incidents from the previous year, indicated that a significant number of
these incidents were caused by user errors, such as misconfigurations, unpatched systems, lost or
stolen devices, mishandling of proprietary information, and social engineering attacks (Baker,
2016). While end users in organizations are often the most susceptible to social engineering,
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vulnerable systems that result from an inadequate or ineffective cybersecurity workforce
exacerbate the effects of end user error and make an organization more susceptible to severe data
breaches. As U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Tromba (2013) aptly put, “cyberspace threat compels the
requirement for robustly capable cyber forces” (pg. 2).
Cybersecurity jobs are inherently difficult to select for – the roles themselves are
constantly evolving and organizations must carefully balance the rigor of their selection
programs without over restricting an already small applicant pool in the field (Mueller-Hanson &
Garza, 2016). In fact, according to the 2018 (ISC)² Cybersecurity Workforce Study, the shortage
of cybersecurity professionals has reached more than 2.9 million globally, and 59% of the
respondents felt that their companies were at moderate or extreme risk of experiencing a
cybersecurity attack due to this shortage (ISC2, 2018). Cybersecurity experts have noted
repeatedly that a lack of critical skills needed on the job is the cause of this staffing challenge,
however, those “critical skills” are often defined as technical computer skills. While technical
skills are undoubtedly important in this field, I argue that organizations are possibly ignoring a
large subset of individual characteristics needed for successful cybersecurity performance,
therefore excluding many individuals with potential to be successful. Cybersecurity professionals
must not only be able to possess the necessary technical skills needed to perform the job at the
time of hire, but also the ability to interact and communicate with others (teamwork skills),
problem solve, and learn and adapt in the changing work environment.
Given the relative novelty of cybersecurity talent issues in the psychology and computer
science literature, there has been little research examining the psychosocial factors that influence
performance among cybersecurity workers. Rather than focus on the characteristics of
cybersecurity personnel, much of the current literature has focused on insider threat in end users
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(e.g. Guo, Yuan, Archer, & Connelly, 2011; Guo, 2013). The selection literature is well
established in the notion that job performance is a function of many individual differences, and
this belief can and should be applied to the cybersecurity literature. The current study explores
both the selection and cybersecurity literature to better understand the individual differences
beyond technical skill that contribute to successful cybersecurity performance, with the goal of
building a more complete model of cybersecurity performance. Not only can such a model better
inform selection practices of organizations, the model aims to fill a growing gap in the selection
literature surrounding cybersecurity related issues.
In the following sections, I review the main takeaways from the existing selection
literature, how these findings can be used to address issues in cybersecurity selection, and the
state of the cybersecurity literature as it relates to cybersecurity personnel. Next, I review two
cybersecurity performance models that have been previously proposed in the literature, followed
by a discussion of my proposed theoretical model of cybersecurity personnel performance.
Finally, I review the literature and propose testable models regarding specific factors that may
lead to successful cybersecurity performance and outline hypotheses developed from these
factors. Results of the current study will help inform a new comprehensive model of
cybersecurity performance.
The Current State of Personnel Selection
Deemed the “Supreme Problem” for applied psychologists, personnel selection has
undeniably shaped the course of Industrial-Organizational (I-O) Psychology and is a key
component to human resource management in organizations (Ployhart, Schmitt, & Tippins,
2017). Broadly, selection is the study and practice of identifying individuals who will constitute
an organizational workforce (Ducey, 2016). It involves making specific predictions about the
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relationship between knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAOs) and
individual, team, and organizational level outcomes (Guion, 1965; Ployhart et al., 2017).
Successful selection practices allow organizations to identify individuals who possess critical
KSAOs for specific jobs needed for sustained business operations. While a complete discussion
of the entire history of selection research is outside the scope of the present study, it is important
to touch on a few important key issues from the current state of the literature. In the following
section, I discuss four takeaways relevant to the current discussion of selection and
cybersecurity.
Selection Research Addresses Real World Problems. The selection process involves
several steps. A psychologist first identifies critical KSAOs and/or competencies needed for
successful job performance through job analysis and competency modeling. They next identify
methods to accurately administer assessments measuring those KSAOs, verify the validity of
those assessments, and use the scores to make a hiring decision (Cascio & Aguinis 2011). A
successful selection system should also try to reduce adverse impact, provide a positive applicant
experience, reflect the organization’s desired image, be cost effective, and demonstrate return on
investment. Because the implementation of an “ideal” selection system is much more
complicated than understanding the process theoretically, research in this area has attempted to
address some of the practical challenges of doing so. Two of the core issues with creating the
ideal selection system are detailed below.
One of the core issues of validating predictors of job performance is performance
measurement, coined the “criterion problem” (Austin & Villanova, 1992). Job performance can
be defined as the “things people actually do, actions they take, that contribute to the
organization’s goals” (Campbell & Wiernik, 2015, pg. 48). Initial assessment of performance
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focused on task performance alone, which, by that definition, is deficient because employees
perform behaviors not defined specifically by their job. Subsequently, a series of
multidimensional models emerged in the literature suggesting that performance includes
contextual behaviors (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993), counterproductive work behaviors
(Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000), and adaptive behaviors (Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, & Plamondon,
2000). It is now widely accepted that performance is multidimensional and should be measured
as such when seeking to understand factors that influence performance.
Researchers have also acknowledged issues with predictor measurement and
implementation and developed solutions to mitigate some of these issues. For example,
multidimensional pairwise preference models have helped reduce fakability in personality tests
(Stark, Chernyshenko, Drasgow, 2005), while computer adaptive cognitive tests increase
accuracy of measurement while reducing test length and load on applicants (van der Linden &
Glas, 2000). There has been increased attention to different types of assessment methods to
measure important KSAOs, including situational judgment tests, vocational interest inventories,
biographical data, and person-job fit measures (Arthur, Bell, Villado, and Doverspike, 2006;
Motowidlo, Dunnette, & Carter, 1990; Mumford, Barrett, & Hester, 2012; Van Iddekinge, Putka,
& Campbell, 2011). The availability of a wide variety of methods provides practitioners with
options to measure KSAOs using the most appropriate method, given organizational constraints.
Research has also addressed diversity and discrimination of testing quite extensively, with
emphasis on hiring individuals with the necessary KSAOs regardless of race, gender, age, or
ethnicity. This focus captures a more inclusive trend as organizations move toward a more
comprehensive approach to maintain competitive advantage (Ployhart et al., 2017).
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Selection is an Essential Human Resource Function. For a human resource practice,
such as selection, recruitment, or training, to add value to an organization, it must add some sort
of value to a firm’s business strategy (Ployhart & Weekley, 2017). While selection is often
viewed as a direct influencer on individual level employee success, it contributes to the
composition of an organization’s workforce structure, which can be considered a source of
competitive advantage if it affects organizational level outcomes (Ployhart & Weekley, 2017,
Ployhart et al., 2017). The resource-based view of an organization, a dominant perspective in
human resource management, emphasizes the firm’s internal resources. It says that internal
resources represent human capital, top management, expertise, and other factors (Barney, 1991;
Wright, Dunford, & Snell, 2001). It defines the qualities of these resources for determining their
usefulness in creating a sustained competitive advantage for the firm. It says that resources must
be valuable (linked to the firm’s strategy), rare (insufficient quantity in the market), inimitable
(cannot be duplicated easy), and non-substitutable. Selection practices may satisfy these
conditions if they build a talent pool within an organization whose output manifests as firm level
performance (valuable), they are able to identify and retain top talent that competitors cannot
obtain (rare and inimitable), and those individuals selected have skills and abilities that cannot be
substituted (Wright et al., 2001).
Wright, et al. (2001) noted that the use of any one specific selection tool (e.g., cognitive
ability test) is only a source of short term advantage, given that widely known selection practices
can be easily adopted by competitors. However, the use of a maximally valid selection system
with multiple unique methods and predictors over time can help develop and maintain an
organization’s talent pool. A strengthened talent pool, when used in conjunction with other
sustainable human resource practices such as effective recruiting strategies, training programs,
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and strong culture, can develop a high performing workforce and lead to a source of sustained
competitive advantage for organizations (Combs, Liu, Hall, & Ketchen, 2006; Crook, Todd,
Combs, Woehr, & Ketchen, 2011). Selection research has supported this notion. Specifically,
prior studies have shown that organizations that use stricter hiring practices were more
successful than their competitors and that high quality human capital based on cognitive ability
and personality can lead to positive changes in training and experience, leading to positive unit
performance and business outcomes (Kim & Ployhart, 2014; Ployhart, Van Iddekinge, &
MacKenzie, 2011). Therefore, selection can be considered an essential human resource function
because it can be used in conjunction with other successful practices to increase overall business
success.
Given that selection should be used in conjunction with other human resource practices, it
is important to note its symbiotic relationship with training and development, which is
particularly relevant for the later discussion of selection’s role in cybersecurity. When given the
choice between selection and training, Cascio and Aguinis (2011) argue that an organization
should choose selection, because selecting high potential individuals at the onset of hire will
increase the chances that these individuals will have the characteristics needed to acquire and
apply information more quickly than average and low potential individuals, making training
practices more effective. While selection is the primary focus of this paper, it is not the intent to
discount the usefulness of training, which should be used in conjunction with a valid selection
system to create a highly skilled workforce.
Context Specific Selection is Difficult. The study of selection in specific contexts is
difficult but necessary, especially given the changing nature of work, and the specificity of job
requirements in different fields. Historic research in selection focused on validation studies in
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specific contexts in specific industries, but today, more highly context-specific studies are
considered less useful than meta-analyses for determining the existence, size, and
generalizability of the relationships between predictors and criterion (Ployhart et al., 2017).
While meta-analyses can investigate context-related moderators such as organization and
industry, the number of studies needed to adequately assess these moderators is often small and
relies on the quality of the studies included (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009).
Primary studies looking at context are relatively rare as well, because of the large sample sizes
needed and measurement issues associated with moderator variables (Johnson & Oswald, 2017).
Because of these barriers, there is an increasingly large gap between research in selection and
concerns in practice, particularly in new or changing contexts, such as cybersecurity. There has
been little peer-reviewed research published on cybersecurity personnel selection, presumably
for the same reasons that all context selection research is difficult - access to samples is difficult,
the field itself is in its infancy and evolving rapidly, and the variability within and between
organizations on factors influencing the relationship between predictors and performance
outcomes is relatively unknown (Johns, 2006). One outlet for addressing some of the challenges
of context-specific selection is using technology in the selection process. Thus, the subsequent
and final section detailing the current state of personnel selection research will focus on how
technology is changing selection.
Technology is Changing Selection. No discussion of the current state of selection is
complete without acknowledging the effect of technology in this space. Technology is changing
the way KSAOs are assessed, how assessments are administered, and the way we view concerns
about the selection process (Reynolds & Dickter, 2017; Tippins, 2015). While job analysis still
determines the KSAOs necessary for successful performance in specific jobs, their
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administration is no longer limited to paper and pencil, multiple-choice tests (Tippins, 2015).
Multiple KSAOs can now be assessed simultaneously using technology-enabled assessments,
such as video situational judgment tests, simulations, gamification and virtual reality. These
assessments can also put candidates in high-fidelity environments that better mimic the job
environment and measure KSAOs that were difficult to measure without technology (Tippins,
2015). For example, a simulation can capture a Network Defense Analyst candidate’s real time
responses to a simulated cyber breach in a realistic environment. There is growing evidence to
support that these types of assessments have criterion-related validity in a variety of contexts,
such as surgical training, athletics, and nursing (Aggarwal, Black, Hance, Darzi, & Cheshire,
2006; Bideau, et al., 2010; Seymour, et al., 2002; Tabor & Vaughn, 2017), and are pleasing to
job candidates (Richman-Hirsch, Olson-Buchanan, & Drasgow, 2000). Technology is also
changing the way assessments are delivered. Specifically, computers and the Internet allow for
unproctored testing, which can reduce the costs associated with testing (Tippins et al., 2006), and
computer adaptive testing using real time item scoring which can decrease test length while
increasing accuracy in construct measurement (Stark, Chernyshenko, Drasgow, & White, 2012).
Candidates are now able to complete assessments on mobile devices, increasing the flexibility of
assessments but raising a host of new issues regarding test equivalency, distractions while
testing, and content and criterion-related validity (Arthur, Doverspike, Kinney, & O’Connell,
2017)
More broadly, advancements in technology are influencing selection’s future state.
Specifically, advancements in cybersecurity attacks and threats have exceeded the current
capabilities of organizations to secure their technological infrastructure. An increased need to
evaluate the dangers present to organizations’ digital data has resulted in a growing recognition
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of the need for skilled cybersecurity personnel. The rapid change in technology also means that
cybersecurity roles and the KSAOs required to perform them are evolving at a rate faster than
organizations can select for these roles. The typical concerns surrounding the assessment of
candidates remain similar in the cyber space but the answers to many “basic” selection questions
for cybersecurity roles are unknown in this underexplored area. For instance, the strength of the
relationship between personality trait and job performance is well established for many job types
(Schmidt & Hunter, 1998), yet remains relatively unexplored in the cybersecurity profession.
The current study focuses on personnel selection in cybersecurity roles, because it is the
first-line opportunity for organizations to build a cyber talent infrastructure. A comprehensive
selection system increases their ability to hire employees with the KSAOs necessary for
successful performance in cyber roles, now and as those roles evolve. In combination with a
complete workforce development plan (i.e., recruitment, training, professional development),
comprehensive selection systems can help develop a cyber talent infrastructure (Assante &
Tobey, 2011). Given the exponential growth of technology, threats, and the demand for these
types of roles, organizations must better understand how to create a comprehensive selection
system for this burgeoning field. In the next section, I discuss the nature of cyber jobs, the
opportunities that organizations have for building their talent infrastructure through selection,
and the associated challenges and benefits of doing so. I then discuss the absence of tested
models of cyber performance and how these models can inform the cyber selection literature and
industry more broadly.
Personnel Selection for Cybersecurity Jobs
Organizations are becoming increasingly aware of the need for a workforce that is “cyber
safe” and can aid in developing, maintaining, and protecting the technological systems that hold
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the organization’s data. A cyber-safe workforce is one that is aware, prepared, and vigilant
regarding the prevalence of cyber threats and how to protect against them. This type of
workforce can consist of both technical (IT and cyber) and non-technical employees (end users).
While cybersecurity employees are focused on developing, securing, and maintaining digital data
and systems, end users also play an important role in ensuring organizational digital security
(Guo, 2013). Because data security is the result of the actions of an organization’s entire
workforce, it can be argued that the selection of both technical and nontechnical employees is
critical for a successful cybersecurity plan (Coovert, Dreibelbis, & Borum, 2016; Dreibelbis,
2016). Prior work has also shown that organizations may be able to select “cyber champion” end
users by selecting on specific personality traits (e.g., Darwish, El Zarka, & Aloul, 2012;
Dreibelbis, 2016; Parrish, Bailey, & Courtney, 2009). While the criticality of end user
performance should not be minimized, here I focus on the selection of cybersecurity personnel
because it is a critical step to building and maintaining an organization’s cyber talent
infrastructure. In the following section, I discuss the scope of cyber jobs as they are currently
defined in the literature, the importance of selecting cybersecurity personnel, and the steps
currently being taken to identify and develop cybersecurity talent. Lastly, I discuss the need for a
comprehensive model of cybersecurity that includes both technical and psychosocial factors
related to performance.
Defining the Scope of Cyber Jobs. Researchers have called for work identifying the
required competencies for cybersecurity work roles and elements of training to address
operational deficiencies (Baker, 2016). Assante and Tobey (2011) outline the Ground Truth
Expertise Development model, developed by researchers at the National Board of Information
Security Examiners to help identify and develop security experts across all industries. The model
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is cyclical and starts with a job definition and competency analysis followed using
multidimensional aptitude assessments, customized trainings and simulations, knowledge and
performance based measurements of skills, and finally, the creation of professional development
plans, accompanied by ongoing performance support and simulations to refresh essential skills.
The primary focus of my study is on the second step of this model, or the use of assessments to
better understand the factors influencing performance.
The first essential step in determining the essential KSAOs for a job is to define the job
itself. Given that the term “cybersecurity” is often used with a variety of meanings, the exact
definition of a “cybersecurity professional” is difficult to pinpoint in the literature. In fact, the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook does not explicitly define the
term, but rather lists subcategories of information technology jobs (Wilson & Ali, 2011).
Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano describes cybersecurity personnel
as those who are responsible for “cyber risk and strategic analysis, cyber incident response,
vulnerability detection and assessment, intelligence and investigation, and network and systems
engineering” (Krebs, 2009). While cybersecurity personnel are considered a subset of
information security roles, it is distinct in that cybersecurity’s focus is on defending data in the
digital (cyber) realm, while information security is concerned with protecting physical and
digital information (Buchy, 2016).
In order to classify cybersecurity roles in a standardized way, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) headed up the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
(NICE), which is a coordinated effort between federal agencies, industry, and academia (Paulsen,
McDuffie, Newhouse, & Toth, 2012). Through this effort, NICE released the Cybersecurity
Workforce Framework (hereby referred to as the NICE Framework) that describes cybersecurity
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work independent of organizational structure, job titles, or other job or organizational
characteristics. Rather than confining job tasks to specific job titles, it describes cybersecurity
jobs by using functional requirements, which assumes that individuals can perform tasks in many
skill-based areas. It describes 33 specialty areas that are divided into seven categories: 1) security
provision, 2) operate and maintain, 3) protect and defend, 4) investigate, 5) collect and operate,
6) analyze, and 7) oversight and development (Newhouse, Keith, Scribner, & Witte, 2017).
Sample job areas listed within these categories include systems development, technology
research and development, systems security analysis, vulnerability assessment and management,
cyber operations planning, threat analysis, and education and training.
Given that the scope of this paper is to understand individual factors influencing
performance at a broad level, this framework is useful for understanding job requirements for
cybersecurity personnel as an entire domain. A particularly interesting component of this
framework is that it outlines workload and workforce requirements that are unique to
cybersecurity roles. The framework lists surge capacity (need to expand resources in response to
demand, fast paced environment, transformative requirements (adaption to technology, process,
and threat change), and high complexity as workload requirements. Workforce requirements
unique to cybersecurity roles are agility, multifunctionality, dynamic, flexible, and informal
work environments (National Cybersecurity Workforce Framework, 2016). These workload
requirements can be further used to differentiate cybersecurity role requirements from that of
information security more generally in the selection context. The NICE framework, in
conjunction with existing literature, will be used throughout the current study to inform the
discussion of individual characteristics that may be predictive of successful cybersecurity job
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performance and to classify job types included in the sample. See Table 1 for a summary of the
job categories and work roles.
The Current State of Cybersecurity Selection. The concept of business success is
traditionally operationalized in many ways, such as sales in the merchandise industry, customer
service ratings in the hotel industry, or stock prices for a public company. The term business
success now seems to be expanding to include cybersecurity related issues. Not only are cyber
threats costly from a monetary and public image perspective, but also carelessness on this issue
is affecting leadership at the highest levels. For example, the CEO of Equifax faced extensive
pressure to resign because stakeholders, board members, and the public are starting to hold
organizations’ top leaders accountable for minimizing and failing to address cyber threats
(Holodny, 2017). This shift in accountability has motivated leadership in both government and
private organizations to begin building cybersecurity objectives into their business models.
Therefore, it is quite possible that a future definition of business success will include security of
organizational data. Much like sustained competitive advantage is essential to business success
in all companies, cybersecurity has the potential to become essential to business survival.
The need for a secure cyber infrastructure and the people who can build and maintain it
has resulted in organizations’ increased efforts to recruit talented cybersecurity personnel. These
efforts highlighted the scarcity of qualified cyber personnel – leading to fierce competition in
government and industry for a talented few (CyberSkills Task Force Report, 2012). Given that
the selection literature has typically sought to address real world problems, it is critical that the
researchers begin to address and contribute to the very real, very large problem in cybersecurity
workforce selection. To date, the literature has addressed insider threat from an end user
perspective extensively – researchers have looked at both behavioral and organizational factors
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that predict compliance and risk behaviors (e.g. Herath & Rao, 2009; Hu, Dinev, Hart, & Cooke,
2012; Li, Berki, Helenius, & Ovaska, 2014).
Recently, efforts to better understand the needs of cybersecurity personnel specifically
have gained some traction in government and industry. Recognizing that the promise of “job
security” is no longer sufficient to attract top talent, the United States government has begun
leading efforts to build a cyber talent pipeline (Baker, 2016). Many of these programs have
focused on two main challenges in the cyber workforce: awareness and preparedness (Baker,
2016). The previously mentioned NICE framework is one major effort that attempts to address
the lack of awareness of cyber careers in the United States. NICE aims to raise the public’s
awareness of cybersecurity risks, increase the pool of qualified cybersecurity professionals with
a specific focus on students, and build an internationally relevant cybersecurity workforce
through recruitment, training, and selection (Baker, 2016). As discussed previously, the NICE
framework categorizes cybersecurity jobs by their required tasks and KSAOs in order to bring
increased awareness to cybersecurity workforce needs. This framework also serves as a
foundation for future cybersecurity training initiatives and future selection systems.
In order to address the lack of preparedness of existing and future cybersecurity
personnel, several government organizations have put forth training initiatives (Baker, 2016;
Evans & Reeder, 2010). For example, the FBI Academy at Quantico created a cyber education
training program for domestic law enforcement and counterintelligence agencies. The National
Security Agency and Department of Homeland Security have sponsored the Centers of
Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Education (CAE-CD) and Centers of Academic
Excellence in Research (CAE-R) programs. These programs are intended to promote education
and research in cyber defense and provide scholarships to students who attended certified
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schools (Evans & Reeder, 2010). The Department of Defense (DOD) has put forth directives that
outline specific industry certification requirements for cyber professionals and created the
Federal Virtual Training Environment (FedVTE). FedVTE provides thousands of hours of
cybersecurity prep and training materials, available to federal, state, and local government users.
Users can obtain course completion certifications and maintain those certifications over time to
retain specific cybersecurity knowledge (Baker, 2016). Finally, The United States Air Force
Research Laboratory sponsors programs for middle and high school children interested in
technology and allows them to get hands-on training experience at air force bases, in order to
cultivate a talent pipeline for cybersecurity and other science and technology fields (Gaming
Research Integration for Learning Laboratory, 2017). This is certainly not an exhaustive list of
training initiatives, but it highlights the fact that much of the focus surrounding the cybersecurity
workforce problem centers on talent development for cybersecurity technical skills. While this
approach is certainly a step in the right direction, it is not sufficient for filling the cybersecurity
gap. Successful training programs rely on the presence of individuals who can successfully
complete them, so researchers and practitioners should additionally seek to understand the
technical and non-technical KSAOs necessary for both effective job performance and training
success.
Not surprisingly, past research has shown that knowledge of technology and information
systems is needed for success in cyber operator positions (Evans & Reeder, 2010; Ben-Asher &
Gonzalez, 2015). Through a simplified cyber-attack simulation, Ben-Asher & Gonzalez (2015)
showed that cybersecurity-specific knowledge increased correct detection of malicious attacks,
while specific network knowledge was necessary for correct decision-making regarding the
attacks. This study was done in a simulated lab setting, however, and failed to consider non-
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technical skills that may aid performance in a real life attack scenario where cyber operators face
external distractions and must communicate with others. For example, highly technical
cybersecurity personnel may be able to input and monitor computer systems and applications to
achieve proficient task performance, but may have difficulty communicating to coworkers and
supervisors, and be unable to relay technical information in an understandable way to nontechnical audiences (Baker, 2016).
While extensive work is being conducted to better understand the technical aspects of
cybersecurity work, officials have begun calling for increased attention to identifying nontechnical skills related to cybersecurity. Jeanette Hanna-Ruiz, associate chief information officer
for IT security and senior agency information security official at NASA, said this about
cybersecurity personnel recruitment and selection: “The thing I think people focus on are the
technical people; I need someone with this skill or that skill, I want a [penetration] tester…but
what I’m finding more and more is yes, we do need those people…but I also think we need
people who are lawyers, specialists in procurement, I think we need people who are
communicators” (quoted in Somers, 2016). Research has supported the notion that cyber
activities like intrusion detection require high levels of collaboration (Goodall, Lutters, &
Komlodi, 2004). Bashir, Wee, Memon, and Guo (2017) surveyed participants of a cybersecurity
competition on personality, vocational interests, culture, decision-making style, attachment style,
and other individual difference variables. Results indicated that cybersecurity participants were
high in openness to experience, investigative interests, and rational decision-making style. Of
that sample, participants currently holding cybersecurity jobs scored lower in agreeableness and
self-efficacy than those not employed in the field but interested in cybersecurity. While Bashir et
al.’s (2017) work is a good start to better understanding individual differences of cybersecurity
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personnel, they did not measure competition performance and could not link their measured traits
to performance. Highly technical employees likely also need to be vigilant, work well with
others, be willing to learn and grow, and adapt quickly to their changing environment
(Dreibelbis, Martin, Coovert, & Dorsey, 2018; Gutzwiller, Fugate, Sawyer, & Hancock, 2015).
The current study seeks to address some of these non-technical factors and explore how they can
help further refine models of cybersecurity performance.
Modeling Factors Influencing Cyber Performance
One useful way to summarize factors that may influence cybersecurity performance is to
build and test a comprehensive model of performance. Currently (to my knowledge), there is no
published research which tests a model of cybersecurity performance for the purposes of
selecting cyber personnel. However, psychologists who have forayed into this literature have
begun to develop such models. Two models of cybersecurity personnel performance were
proposed simultaneously, but independently. Jose, LaPort, and Trippe (2016) propose a
“Multistage Model of Cyber Security Personnel Performance” (pg. 172), which considered
individual level attributes within the context of a multistage performance model. The model
considered the factors and performance requirements of cybersecurity jobs in general, and
distinguishes between distal, or trait-like attributes, and proximal, or malleable/trainable factors
in predicting performance. It suggested that distal attributes like cognitive ability (e.g., working
memory, fluid intelligence, cognitive flexibility, and systems thinking), personality (e.g.,
conscientiousness, openness/intellect, trait affect), and motivation (e.g., need for achievement,
need for cognition) influence more proximal attributes, such as technical knowledge, problem
solving skills, and social skills, which in turn predict cybersecurity personnel performance. The
model follows the general structure of Campbell, McHenry, and Wise’s (1990) model of job
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performance, which suggests that distal factors work through proximal factors to influence job
performance.
Mueller-Hanson and Garza (2016) also recognized the significant gap in the literature for
modeling predictors of cybersecurity performance and hypothesized a model that considers the
multifaceted nature of most cyber roles. This model proposed that cognitive ability (e.g.,
numerical reasoning, inductive reasoning, spatial relations, perceptual speed) predicts technical
(both general and specific) knowledge and skills, as well as experience performing relevant job
tasks in relevant contexts. It also posited that personality characteristics such as dependability,
agreeableness, and openness to experience predict interpersonal skills at a general and job
specific level, as well as job experience. Their model divided cyber personnel performance into
three facets – task, contextual, and adaptive performance, arguing that all three are necessary for
effective cyber performance. They argued that while task performance is critical for cyber
performance, it may look very different across jobs, and contextual and adaptive performance
can be defined more similarly across all types of cyber jobs and are equally critical given the
team-based and changing nature of these roles. This model suggested that technical knowledge
and skills predict task and adaptive performance, while interpersonal skills are be more likely to
influence contextual and adaptive performance. Finally, they suggested that experience predicts
all three types of performance.
As with the Jose et al. (2016) model, the Mueller-Hanson and Garza (2016) model
emphasized that trait-like qualities work through acquired characteristics to influence job
performance. This type of model is consistent with job performance models typically seen in the
selection and performance literatures (Schmidt & Hunter, 1992), while incorporating a
multifaceted approach to performance and considering the qualities unique to cyber roles.
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Specifically, both models considered that organizations should select on qualities that are more
likely to influence trainability once employees are on the job. This is especially crucial given that
organizations in government and industry struggle to find candidates with adequate prior job
experience (Homeland Security Advisory Council, 2012). Therefore, organizations should
evaluate candidates on traits that will not only predict job performance at entry, but also reduce
failure and attrition in cyber training programs once on the job.
While both models highlighted the importance of assessing both distal and proximal
predictors of cyber performance, the specifics of the models differ slightly. The Mueller-Hanson
and Garza (2016) model offered a slightly more nuanced approach than Jose et al. (2016), in that
the model hypothesized more specific pathways between predictors, rather than grouping
predictors into distal and proximal categories. As discussed previously, it also considered three
types of performance factors necessary for cyber jobs. Additionally, these models differ in the
specifics of their predictors. Jose et al. (2016) considered motivation and problem solving skills
in their model, whereas Mueller-Hanson and Garza (2016) considered experience as a more
proximal factor. While both models include openness to experience and some form of
conscientiousness as distal predictors, Jose et al. (2016) deviated from the Big 5 factors to
include trait affect as a distal attribute. These differences are noteworthy enough to consider both
models in the construction of a comprehensive model of selection for cyber jobs.
These models stand out from the existing literature in that they discuss the potential
predictors of cybersecurity performance rather than more general information technology jobs.
While little research has been done to specifically investigate the difference between selecting
for cyber jobs and IT jobs, cyber jobs have a more specific focus than information technology
jobs (Buchy, 2016), and it is likely that predictors of successful job performance will differ
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between the two. Given the proposed shortage in the cybersecurity workforce, it is obvious that
organizations are ill-equipped to select for these positions, and these models provide a basis for
organizations to better understand the attributes needed for successful cyber performance.
Therefore, the current study will make specific predictions about the types of attributes most
likely to predict cyber performance by combining these models into a unified theoretical model. I
discuss this unified model in the later portions of this manuscript.
Proposed Theoretical Model. In the current study, I propose a broad but comprehensive
theoretical model of cybersecurity performance. This was constructed by combining elements of
the two previously discussed models using careful consideration of the existing literature. It is
meant to serve as the basis for several smaller models that are tested empirically and
subsequently used to inform the larger theoretical model. This model is meant to broadly suggest
that psychosocial individual differences have value in predicting performance in addition to
technical knowledge and skills. This theoretical model, shown in Figure 1, suggests that
individual differences such as cognitive traits, personality, and motivation serve as distal
predictors of performance outcomes, while technical knowledge, communication skills, and
problem solving skills serve as more proximal predictors. In other words, these proximal
attributes serve as a mechanism through which the distal attributes influence performance. It
suggests that technical knowledge then influences both task and adaptive performance,
communication skills influence both contextual and adaptive performance, and problem solving
skills influence all three types of performance. However, the constructs in this model are
intentionally broad, much like those in the models outlined by Jose et al. (2016) and MuellerHanson and Garza (2017). Next, I discuss each aspect of the proposed theoretical model.
Because this study is largely exploratory, the proposed hypotheses that follow are based on
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relationships of these constructs in other job industries like cybersecurity and the current
literature on the nature of cybersecurity jobs.
Cybersecurity Performance. The literature is clear that performance is multifaceted
(e.g. Borman & Motowidlo, 1993; Campbell, McCloy, Oppler, & Sager, 1993; Viswesvaran &
Ones, 2000), and while some researchers have shown that a general performance factor exists
(Viswesvaran, Schmidt, & Ones, 2005), the general consensus is that such a factor is formative,
rather than reflective, and that we should instead measure individual performance dimensions
(Campbell & Wiernik, 2015). Therefore, it is important to measure three types of performance
within the context of cybersecurity – task, contextual, and adaptive.
Task Performance. Task performance is generally described as those behaviors
contributing to the technical core of the organization (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993). It is
differentiated from other types of performance in that these behaviors are defined explicitly as
part of the job. Within cybersecurity, task performance refers to specific activities relevant to the
job role. The Occupation Information Network (O*NET) lists top job tasks for broad
cybersecurity job roles such as information security analysts, computer and information systems
managers, security management specialists, and computer network support specialists. Some
example tasks from these roles include:


Encrypt data transmissions and erect firewalls to conceal confidential information as
it is being transmitted and to keep out tainted digital transfers.



Engineer, install, maintain, or repair security systems, programmable logic controls,
or other security-related electronic systems.



Analyze and report computer network security breaches or attempted breaches.
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These core job tasks are critical for successful job performance, but do not cover the entire
performance space. Behaviors that are not considered part of the job role contribute to the overall
work environment and success of the organization more generally.
Contextual Performance. Borman and Motowidlo (1993) defined contextual
performance as those behaviors contributing to the social and psychological aspects of the
organization. These types of behaviors can involve things like helping and cooperating with
others, persisting with enthusiasm and extra effort, volunteering for extra-role activities,
following organizational rules and procedures, and promoting, endorsing, and supporting
organizational objectives (Borman & Motowidlo, 1997). Past research has shown that both task
and contextual performance are equally important for performance (Motowidlo & Van Scotter,
1994). Organ (1988) coined the term organizational citizenship behavior (OCB), describing these
behaviors as those not necessarily part of a job description that promote effective organizational
functioning. Podsakoff and colleagues (2000) distilled the OCB literature to suggest seven
factors that reflect 30 facets: helping behaviors, sportsmanship, organizational loyalty,
organizational compliance, individual initiative, civic virtue, and self-development. Helping
behaviors refers to helping others with or preventing organizational problems, and is commonly
conceptualized using terms like cheerleading, altruism, peacemaking, and interpersonal helping.
Sportsmanship refers to the willingness to deal with and maintain a positive attitude despite
inconveniences and obstacles that arise at work (Organ, 1990). Organizational loyalty involves
boosterism, loyalty, endorsing, supporting, and defending organizational objectives.
Organizational compliance maps onto following organizational rules and procedures (Borman &
Motowidlo, 1997), and generally captures a person’s compliance with rules, regulations, and
procedures even when they are not monitored. Individual initiative involves going so far above
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and beyond what is expected for task-related behaviors that it becomes voluntary in nature.
These behaviors often involve creativity, innovation, volunteering to take on extra
responsibilities, and encouraging others to do the same. However, these behaviors tend to be
empirically indistinguishable from task performance (Motowidlo, Borman, & Schmidt, 1997).
Civic virtue involves commitment and interest in the organization, usually shown through
willingness to participate in meetings, monitor environmental threats, and look out for the
organization’s best interests. Finally, self-development involves behaviors employees might
engage in to improve their own knowledge, skills, and abilities through opportunities inside and
outside of the organization. Though the term contextual performance is used in the proposed
theoretical model, research has found that Podsakoff and colleagues’ (2000) seven OCB factors
overlap almost completely with contextual factors proposed by Borman and Motowidlo (1997),
and for the purposes of this paper, are capturing the same groups of behaviors.
Of the seven factors proposed by Podsakoff et al. (2000), four are particularly relevant to
cybersecurity jobs. Helping others is critical for cybersecurity personnel, especially given that
teamwork is becoming an increasingly important component of the job. Cybersecurity jobs are
inherently complex, and personnel will likely come across problems that they or others cannot
solve on their own. Individuals who help their customers and coworkers solve these problems
will help create a more hospitable and cooperative work environment that supplements
successful task performance. Organizational compliance is another factor important for
cybersecurity roles. Cybersecurity personnel deal with large amounts of sensitive information
and often have access to the most vulnerable parts of an organization’s information systems.
Individuals who do not follow security rules and procedures regarding this data pose as a
dangerous threat to organizations. This is not a small issue, and there is an entire literature
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devoted to insider threat that is outside the scope of the current study. Civic virtue is important,
given that personnel should be aware of and care about macro level threats and security issues in
an organization in order to more effectively perform their job duties. Finally, individuals
interested in self-development will likely be more effective given the constantly changing nature
of the work. Individuals should have interest in constantly learning about new types of
technology, threats, and want to develop the skills necessary to deal with new tools critical to
their work. While this particular model of OCB is compelling in the context of cybersecurity
performance, Organ and Paine (1999) have argued that even the standard two-factor model
(individually and organizationally directed) of OCBs is the most stable and underlies these
complex models (Dalal, 2005).
Adaptive Performance. Given the constantly changing nature of jobs and organizations,
adaptive performance is considered to have increasing importance in the job performance
domain (Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, & Plamondon, 2000). Though it has been defined several
different ways in the literature, it generally involves effectively changing in response to
shifting/altering situations (Mueller-Hanson & Garza, 2016). Pulakos and colleagues (2000)
summarized the existing literature on this type of performance and developed an eight dimension
model, including handling emergencies, handling work stress, solving problems creatively,
dealing with uncertain situations, learning work tasks, technologies, procedures, interpersonal
adaptively, cultural adaptively, and physically-oriented adaptively. The first six dimensions are
especially relevant for cybersecurity personnel performance (Mueller-Hanson & Garza, 2016).
Personnel must be able to effectively handle a sudden cyber-attack that is often considered an
emergency and suddenly creates large amounts of stress in the work environment. Cybersecurity
professionals deal with very complex tasks and must be able to deal with the ambiguity of these
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situations and come up with novel solutions. Similar to the self-development factor of
organizational citizenship behaviors, cybersecurity personnel should be willing and able to learn
new work tasks, technologies, and procedures as they become relevant for their jobs. Finally,
personnel must be able to effectively interact with others even if they are not comfortable in
those situations. They must be able to work with individuals whose work and communication
styles do not necessarily match their own and be open to listening and considering others’
viewpoints (Mueller-Hanson & Garza, 2016). Due to operational data collection constraints,
adaptive performance was not measured in the current study.
Distal Predictors of Cybersecurity Performance. The distal determinants of
cybersecurity performance discussed in the following section are proposed to influence
performance through their prediction of the direct determinants of performance. These trait-like
characteristics may be useful to target in a selection context, while more proximal characteristics
can be identified through selection or developed through training.
Cognitive Ability. Cognitive ability, or a collection of mental attributes that allow
individuals to reason, plan and solve problems (Landy & Conte, 2004), is one of the most widely
studied constructs in the selection literature. It is considered the best construct for predicting job
performance across all jobs (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998), and despite concerns of subgroup
differences in testing, can be successfully used in conjunction with non-cognitive measures to
reduce adverse impact in selection systems. Research has suggested that cognitive ability may
enhance the ability to acquire job knowledge and may be more related to task performance rather
than contextual performance (Borman, White, & Pulakos, 1991). The field generally agrees that
cognitive ability has a hierarchical structure, with cognitive ability (GMA) at its top (Ployhart et
al., 2017), and more specific cognitive abilities below, though research has suggested that
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specific abilities do not provide much incremental ability above GMA (Schmidt & Hunter,
2004).
Though there has been little research to date on the empirical link between cognitive
ability and cybersecurity performance, the knowledge and ability requirements of cybersecurity
jobs identified by a variety of job analytic projects on cybersecurity suggest that GMA is critical
for performance. The highest rated abilities for cybersecurity jobs on O*NET include oral and
written comprehension, problem sensitivity (ability to detect problems), information ordering
(ability to arrange things or actions in order according to a set of rules), and deductive and
inductive reasoning. Further, Trippe, Moriarty, Russell, Carretta, and Beatty (2014) developed a
taxonomy of KSAOs required for success in cybersecurity and information technology positions
using a review of existing taxonomies and interviews and surveys given to subject matter
experts. They identified verbal, nonverbal, mathematical reasoning, problem sensitivity,
originality, information ordering, and perceptual speed as very important to these jobs. This
research aligns closely with those cognitive abilities identified by O*NET. Additionally, past
research has supported the notion that GMA is related to job performance in IT professionals.
Darcy and Ma (2005) found that grade point average was related to programming skills in a
programming experiment, and Witt and Burke (2002) found a .36 correlation between GMA and
technical proficiency in IT professionals. Because cybersecurity jobs are a more specific subset
of IT jobs, we can reason that most cybersecurity roles require a solid IT knowledge foundation,
and similar relationships between GMA and cybersecurity jobs will exist. Further, cognitive
ability is a useful component in cybersecurity selection because it can help identify individuals
with the ability to learn cybersecurity-specific knowledge and skills. Thus, I hypothesize the
following relationships between cognitive ability and proximal outcomes of performance:
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Hypothesis 1: Cognitive Ability will positively relate to technical knowledge.
Hypothesis 2: Cognitive Ability will positively relate to problem solving skills.
Personality. Personality is broadly defined as the predisposition or tendency to think,
feel, and behave in a way across different situations (Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae & Costa,
1987), and has been studied for over 100 years in I-O Psychology. While a complete history of
the personality literature is outside of the scope of this dissertation, it is important to talk about
the potential usefulness of personality in cybersecurity roles. While many of the tasks outlined
by both the NICE framework and O*NET are cognitive in nature, personality likely plays an
important role in the contextual aspects of cybersecurity performance. The current literature has
been fairly limited in empirically testing the relationships between personality characteristics and
cybersecurity personnel performance, instead there has been more focus on general IT
professionals.
Witt and Burke (2002) found a negative relationship between agreeableness and technical
proficiency in IT professionals, however it could be argued that an inverse relationship might be
found for cybersecurity roles, given the increasingly important collaborative and cooperation
component of these jobs. Both Jose et al. (2016) and Mueller-Hanson and Garza (2016) posit that
Big Five Factors such as conscientiousness, agreeableness, and openness to experience have
implications for cyber personnel. Conscientiousness generally describes individuals who are
dependable, careful, planful, organized, and responsible (Barrick & Mount, 1991). MuellerHanson and Garza (2016) argued that the competence, dutifulness, and deliberation facets are
important while Jose et al. (2016) noted that deliberation and order might hinder cybersecurity
personnel’s ability to adapt quickly to changes in their work. Agreeableness reflects the extent to
which individuals are concerned with cooperation and social harmony, politeness, trust, and
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compassion. Agreeableness and its facets are commonly related to prosocial behaviors
(Chiaburu, Oh, Berry, Li, & Gardner, 2011). Mueller-Hanson and Garza (2016) noted that the
trust component of agreeableness may increase proactive helping behaviors and relationship
development. Openness to experience describes the extent to which individuals are imaginative,
cultured, curious, original, and broad-minded (Barrick & Mount, 1991). Individuals high in
openness might be more likely to pursue opportunities to increase knowledge of new technology
and be able to think more creatively to solve problems and work in ambiguous situations.
Hypothesis 3: Conscientiousness will positively relate to task performance.
Hypothesis 4: Conscientiousness will positively relate to communication with others.
Hypothesis 5: Conscientiousness will positively relate to contextual performance.
Hypothesis 6: Openness to experience will positively relate to communication with
others.
Hypothesis 7: Openness to experience will positively relate to problem solving skills.
Motivation. Another individual difference that has been linked to learning and
performance is motivation (Heggestad & Kanfer, 2000). Specifically, learning orientation and
need for achievement likely influence an individual’s likelihood of improving their technical
knowledge and problem solving skills. Need for achievement describes the extent to which an
individual wants to succeed and achieve their goals. Individuals high in need for achievement
believe they are the driving force behind their own success (McClelland, 1987). Need for
achievement has been noted as an important motivating factor for information technology jobs
(Eyob, 1994), and would likely predict cybersecurity personnel’s level of technical knowledge
because they seek out cybersecurity knowledge in order to gain an advantage in their career.
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Learning orientation is defined as an inherent tendency to develop, pursue, persist, and
improve oneself in challenging settings (VandeWalle, 1997). Research suggests that it is related
to job performance beyond cognitive ability and personality (Payne, Youngcourt, & Beaubien,
2007). Vandewalle, Nerstad, and Dysvik (2019) postulate that goal orientation dimensions likely
interact with other variables such as commitment and feedback to influence task performance.
Given the highly demanding cognitive nature of cybersecurity work, individuals not only need
the ability to learn and understand the material needed for their work, but they must also, to some
extent want to learn it and persist in learning even when challenged. Individuals high in learning
orientation take on adaptive quality in that they persist and escalate the effort they put forth in
order to solve challenges (VandeWalle, 1997).
Given the operationalization of both motivational constructs, it makes sense that
individuals higher in need for achievement and learning orientation may be more likely to want
to increase their technical knowledge and solve problems, which in turn helps them perform
more effectively on the job. Although individuals who are both smart and motivated presumably
can achieve the highest levels of technical knowledge, it is particularly interesting to better
understand the relative importance of cognitive ability versus motivation in achieving higher
levels of technical knowledge.
Hypothesis 8: Learning orientation will positively relate to technical knowledge.
Hypothesis 9: Learning orientation will positively relate to problem solving skills.1
Proximal Predictors of Cyber Performance. In the theoretical model, proximal factors
are those constructs that act as mediating mechanisms through which cognitive ability,
personality, and motivation influence task, contextual, and adaptive cybersecurity performance.

1

Due to study constraints, need for achievement was not measured in the current study.
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These constructs include computer/cybersecurity-related technical knowledge, communication
skills, and problem solving skills.
Technical Knowledge. Although the main focus of this study is to better understand the
psychosocial factors influencing cybersecurity performance, it is undeniable that technical skills
are critical for successful performance in these types of jobs. For example, a computer systems
analyst must have knowledge of operating system fundamentals in order to test, maintain, and
monitor computer systems. The technical knowledge required varies by position, but vendors
offer many cybersecurity certifications that are considered the standard by which employers
often gauge existing technical knowledge. The International Information Systems Security
Certification Consortium (ISC)2, offers the Certified Information Systems Security Professional
certification, which is currently considered the gold standard of cybersecurity certifications.
Other certifications that are desired in the current workforce include the Certified Information
Systems Auditor certification, , Global Information Assurance Security Essentials Certification,
Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control certification, Certified Ethical Hacker
certification, EC-Council Certified Security Analyst certification, GIAC Penetration Tester
certification, CompTIA Security+ certification, and the Systems Security Certified Practitioner
certification (Dickson, 2016).
Hypothesis 10: Technical knowledge will positively relate to task performance.
Communication Skills. Job analysis has shown that communications skills are
considered one of the most important skills for cybersecurity personnel (Trippe et al., 2014), yet
it remains unstudied empirically in this domain. Cybersecurity personnel must be able to
effectively relay technical and non-technical information among coworkers, supervisors, and the
audiences through which they must relay their findings regarding threats, fixes to those threats,
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and the current state of an organizations’ information systems. Interpersonal communication can
not only aid in the technical performance aspects of the job, but also make it easier for personnel
to interact and help teammates and adapt to the changing job environment.
Hypothesis 11: Communication with others will positively relate to task performance.
Hypothesis 12: Communication with others will positively relate to contextual
performance.
Problem Solving Skills. Problem solving skills are higher order cognitive processes that
require individuals to use multiple skills to reach a specified goal (Goldstein & Lewin, 1987).
Research suggests that problem solving skills are related to general cognitive ability, fluid
intelligence, and working memory (Hambrick & Engle, 2003). These skills may also be
facilitated by motivational factors such as learning orientation and need for achievement,
because individuals high in these factors will want to both learn, think, and receive feedback
about the problem (learning), and be motivated by the anticipation of solving that problem
(achievement).
Hypothesis 13: Problem solving skills will positively relate to task performance.
Mediating Mechanisms of Cybersecurity Performance. The proposed theoretical
model builds upon the notion that the proximal predictors described above mediate the
relationship between distal predictors and outcomes, which is consistent with other performance
models in the literature (e.g. Campbell, McCloy, Oppler, & Sager, 1990) and the existing
literature on cybersecurity performance models (Jose et al., 2016; Mueller-Hanson & Garza,
2016). Consistent with previous research and the postulations discussed above, I propose the
following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 14a: Technical knowledge will mediate the relationship between cognitive
ability and task performance.
Hypothesis 14b: Technical knowledge will mediate the relationship between learning
orientation and task performance.
Hypothesis 15a: Communication skills will partially mediate the relationship between
conscientiousness and task performance.
Hypothesis 15b: Communication skills will mediate the relationship between openness to
experience and task performance.
Hypothesis 16a: Problem solving skills will mediate the relationship between cognitive
ability and task performance.
Hypothesis 16b: Problem solving skills will mediate the relationship between openness to
experience and task performance.
Hypothesis 16c: Problem solving skills will mediate the relationship between learning
orientation and task performance.
Hypothesis 17a: Communication skills will partially mediate the relationship between
conscientiousness and contextual performance.
Hypothesis 17b: Communication skills will mediate the relationship between openness to
experience and contextual performance.
Testable Models. The proposed theoretical model serves as a basis for four models that
are tested empirically in the current study. However, given its complexity, the theoretical model
would require a sample size far beyond the practical scope of this study. Instead, the tested
models, along with a broad view of the results, inform the theoretical model. These models are
separated by performance outcome and proximal construct. The four tested models are: technical
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knowledge mediated task performance model, communication mediated task performance
model, problem solving mediated task performance model, and a contextual performance model.
Specifically, Task Performance model 1 (Figure 2) is a visual representation of Hypotheses 14a
and 14b, Task Performance model 2 (Figure 3) for Hypotheses 15a and 15b, Task Performance
model 3 (Figure 4) for Hypotheses 16a and 16b, Contextual Performance model (Figure 5) for
Hypotheses 17a and 17b.
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Table 1. NICE Framework Summary Table
NICE Job
Function
Security
Provision

NICE Function Description

Sample Specialty
Sample Work Roles
Areas
Conceptualizes, designs,
Risk Management
Security Control
procures, and/or builds secure
Software
Assessor
information technology (IT)
Development
Software Developer
systems, with responsibility for Systems Architecture Security Architect
aspects of system and/or
Systems
Information Systems
network development.
Development
Security Developer
Provides the support,
Data Administration
Data Analyst
Operate
administration, and
Network Services
Network Operations
and
maintenance necessary to
Systems
Specialist
Maintain
ensure effective and efficient
Administration
Systems Security
information technology (IT)
Systems Analysis
Analyst
system performance and
security.
Provides leadership,
Legal Advice and
Cyber Legal Advisor
Oversee
management, direction, or
Advocacy
Cyber Instructor
and
development and advocacy so Training, Education,
Communications
Govern
the organization may
and Awareness
Security Manager
effectively conduct
Cybersecurity
cybersecurity work.
Management
Identifies, analyzes, and
Cyber Defense
Cyber Def Analyst
Protect
mitigates threats to internal
Analysis
Cyber Defense
and
information technology (IT)
Incident Response
Incident Responder
Defend
systems and/or networks.
Vulnerability
Vulnerability
Assessment/Mgmt.
Assessment Analyst
Performs highly-specialized
Threat Analysis
Threat Analyst
Analyze
review and evaluation of
Exploitation Analysis Exploitation Analyst
incoming cybersecurity
All-Source Analysis
Mission Assessment
information to determine its
Targets
Specialist
usefulness for intelligence
Target Developer
Provides specialized denial and Collection Operations All Source-Collection
Collect
deception operations and
Cyber Operational
Manager
and
collection of cybersecurity
Planning
Cyber Intel Planner
Operate
information that may be used
Cyber Operations
Cyber Operator
to develop intelligence.
Cyber Investigation
Cyber Crime
Investigate Investigates cybersecurity
events or crimes related to
Digital Forensics
Investigator
information technology (IT)
Cyber Defense
systems, networks, and digital
Forensics Analyst
evidence.
Note: Source: http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-181.pdf
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Figure 1. Proposed Theoretical Model2

2

Adaptive performance not measured in the current study.
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Figure 2. Task Performance Model 1
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Figure 3. Task Performance Model 2
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Figure 4. Task Performance Model 3
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Figure 5. Contextual Performance Model
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Chapter Two
Method
Participants and Procedure
The sample in current study consisted of archival data collected in 2016-2018 from 139
employees and their supervisors in two English-speaking international Information
Technology/Security and Logistics/Supply Chain companies. Participants were full-time
employees and their supervisors who were at least 18 years of age and were recruited through
their organizations as part of a cyber aptitude assessment validation study by a large international
technology and consulting organization. Employees were full time, highly educated (83% had a
bachelor’s or higher) and predominantly white (81%) and male (85%), which is consistent with
the current cyber job landscape and typical job requirements for cyber jobs. Employees indicated
that they held job titles such as Malware Defense Analyst, Security Analyst, SIEM Analyst,
Escalation Engineer (Threat Monitors), Security Consultant, Threat Monitoring Analyst, and
Cybersecurity Analyst. These job titles were mapped to work roles (and their corresponding
specialty areas and job categories) in the NICE Framework by the primary researcher to evaluate
the level of homogeneity of jobs in the sample. This mapping was reviewed by an independent
cyber subject matter expert (SME) and indicated that the job titles of employees in this sample
fall into 2 primary job categories – (1) Analyze and (2) Protect and Defend – and can be found in
Table 2. Nineteen percent of participants in the sample held one computer and/or cyber related
certification, 3% held two, 1% held three, 3% held four, and 1% held five certifications.
Employees held certifications such as CompTIA Security+, Networking+, Microsoft Certified
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Solutions Associate (MCSA), Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert (MCSE), Cisco Certified
Network Associate (CCNA), Checkpoint Certified Security Administrator (CCSA), Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP), and Certified Information Systems Security
Professional (SSCP). All of these certifications are considered standard within the industry, with
Security+ and MCSA being considered “beginner” level certifications while CISSP and MSCE
are considered more advanced.
Employees responded to items on demographics, cognitive ability, personality, learning
orientation, communication skills, and problem solving. Supervisors rated their employees’
performance and employee and supervisor data was matched.
Measures
Employee Survey. The following sections describe the measures included on the
employee survey.
Demographics. Employees completed survey items capturing current job title, job tenure,
certifications (as described above), education level, age, sex, and ethnicity.
Cognitive Ability. Cognitive ability was measured using two proprietary cognitive scales;
error detection and pattern matching, developed by the company sponsoring the validation study.
Error detection was measured with 12 items and had good internal consistency for both company
samples (α = .92, .64). Pattern matching was measured with 26 items and had internal
consistency of .66 and .64 for companies 1 and 2, respectively.
Personality. Conscientiousness, emotional stability, extraversion, and openness to
experience were each assessed with 10-item scales from the company’s proprietary testing
inventory, with items based in the Big Five personality inventory. Participated responded to each
item on a 5-point agreement Likert scale ranging with 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) and 5 (“Strongly
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Agree”). Big Five personality-based scales are well-known and accepted within the assessment
and selection literature and industry and have strong correlations to other commonly
administered personality measures (e.g., NEO-PI, Costa & McCrae, 1985). The scales for each
factor also show strong internal consistency: conscientiousness (α = .84, .80), emotional stability
(α = .87, .75), extraversion (α = .83, .70), and openness to experience (α = .75, .72).
Learning Orientation. Learning orientation was measured using the 10-item scale similar
to the learning dimension of the Vandewalle (1997) scale. Participants were asked to respond to
the extent to which they agree with each of the statements on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly Agree”). Sample items included; “I regularly take on
new challenges to develop myself,” “I actively seek and learn from feedback about my mistakes,
shortcomings, and blind spots,” and “I enjoy increasing my knowledge when needed.”
The scale had an internal consistency of .70.
Problem Solving Skills. Problem solving skills were assessed with a single self-report
item asking, “How would you rate yourself in relation to your peers for Problem Solving?”
Participants responded using a 3-point Likert comparison scale (1 = Below Average, 2 =
Average, 3 = Above Average). Because the scale was one item, internal consistency was not
calculated.
Communication Skills. Communication skills were assessed with a single self-report
item asking, “How would you rate yourself in relation to your peers for communicating with
others?” Participants responded using a 3-point Likert comparison scale (1 = Below Average, 2 =
Average, 3 = Above Average). Because the scale was one item, internal consistency was not
calculated.
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Technical Knowledge. Technical knowledge was measured as the number of professional
certifications acquired throughout the course of participants’ careers. Participants were asked to
list all certifications they hold that are relevant to their current work role. This approach to
technical knowledge measurement was necessary because of the range of technical skills needed
across varying work roles in cybersecurity. This method was the closest proxy for assessing
technical knowledge acquired by participants in the absence of a standardized technical
knowledge assessment.
Supervisor Survey. In the following sections I will review the measures to be included
on the supervisor survey.
Job Performance. Task performance was measured with a custom performance appraisal
measure designed for the cyber aptitude validation study. Items in the performance appraisal
were based on a previously conducted job analysis of the work roles in the study. The intent was
to keep the performance appraisal as short as possible to increase supervisor participation while
keeping reliability high. Therefore, task performance was measured with 9 items related to data
and security, such as “uses fact finding techniques and diagnostic tools to identify problems” and
contextual performance was measured with one item measuring positive customer service in the
context of the technical roles. Performance was rated on a 5-point comparative scale where, 1 =
Worse Than Most, 2 = Worse Than Average, 3 = Average, 4 = Better Than Average, 5 = Better
Than Most. The task performance items had an internal consistency reliability of .94 and .86 in
companies 1 and 2, respectively.
Data Analysis
Due to the proprietary nature of the data, the organization that conducted the main study
cleaned and provided summary data (i.e. descriptive and correlations) for both companies in the
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study. In order to evaluate if the data from each company was similar enough to be combined,
sample means and standard deviations were compared using a series of t-tests using the
equations outlined in Altma, Machin, Bryant, and Gardner (2000) and correlations were
compared using Steiger’s (1980) approaches for two-tailed asymptotic z-tests of independent
correlations. Cheung and Chan (2005) suggested that the hypothesis for homogeneity of matrices
should be rejected if any correlation coefficients is significantly different across studies.
However, significance level should be adjusted to control for Type 1 error of these tests, such
that the p-value threshold to determine if correlation coefficients are significantly different is
adjusted based on the number of correlation coefficients in the matrices. In other words, the
threshold for significance is defined as α/p(p-1)/2, where α is the desired significance level, and
p is the number of variables in the correlation matrix (Cheung & Chan, 2005). Because the
number of shared variables in this study is nine, the threshold would be .05/36, or p<.0014.
Results of this analysis indicated that while means between company samples are
significantly different for several personality and performance variables, the correlational
differences are non-significant when compared against the adjusted p-value discussed above.
This indicated that while the starting points of certain variables for the two company samples
may be different, the hypothesis for homogeneity of correlation matrices cannot be rejected.
Therefore, relationships between variables of interest are not significantly different and samples
are sufficiently equivalent to warrant combining.
Correlational analyses were conducted in order to evaluate preliminary evidence for
Hypotheses 1-13. A series of four structural path models were tested with indirect effects to
estimate the hypothesized mediating effects outlined in Hypotheses 14a-17b. Models were
estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) and fitted to the pooled sample correlation matrix
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with variances of the exogenous variables adjusted to account for measurement error, a
recommended method when using path analysis (Cole & Preacher, 2014). Mplus 7 (Muthén &
Muthén, 1998-2012) was used to test each model. It should be noted that multilevel SEM was
not used in this situation because it was impossible to determine if employees were nested under
groups of supervisors.
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Table 2. Sample Job Titles Mapped to the NICE Framework
Sample Job Title
Example Description

NICE Job
NICE Specialty
NICE Work
Function(s)
Area(s)
Role(s)
Malware Defense
Examines malicious software, such as bots, worms, and Protect and
Cyber Defense
Cyber Defense
Analyst
trojans to understand the nature of their threat.1
Defend
Analysis
Analyst
Security Analyst
Plans, implements, upgrades, or monitors security
Protect and
Systems Analysis
Systems
measures for the protection of computer networks and
Defend
Security Analyst
information.2
SIEM Analyst
Responsible for the data aggregation and correlation of Protect and
Cyber Defense
Cyber Defense
all cyber events and reporting systems into a Security
Defend
Analysis
Analyst
Information and Event Management (SIEM) platform
to provide notification of cyber activity.3
Escalation
Monitors and analyzes logs and alerts from a variety of Analyze/Protect
Threat
Threat/Warning
Engineer - Threat
platforms in order to identify and mitigate security
and Defend
Analysis/AllAnalyst/AllMonitoring/
incidents affecting network infrastructure and customer
Source Analysis/
Source Analyst
Threat Monitoring networks; Follows defined workflow and processes for
Cyber Defense
Analyst
threat remediation and escalation/handoff where
Incident Responder
4
required.
Security consultant Designs and implements the best security solutions for Protect and
Numerous
Numerous
an organization’s needs; speaks with stakeholders,
Defend/Security
draws up budgets, supervises teams; conduct security
Provision/Operate
5
tests and probes for vulnerabilities.
and Maintain
Cybersecurity
Use data collected from a variety of cyber defense tools Protect and
Numerous
Numerous
Analyst
(e.g., IDS alerts, firewalls, network traffic logs) to
Defend/Security
analyze events that occur within their environments for Provision/Operate
the purposes of mitigating threats.6
and Maintain
1
Sources: https://zeltser.com/malware-analyst-job-description/; 2https://www.onetonline.org/link/summary/15-1122.00; 3ORock
Technologies; 4Verizon; 5https://www.cyberdegrees.org/jobs/security-consultant/; 6NICCS.
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Chapter Three
Results
In this section, I discuss the summary statistics and results of the correlational analyses
testing Hypotheses 1-13, followed by the path analysis results of 4 proposed models in support of
the larger theoretical model. Finally, I discuss the results of the mediation analyses used to test
the proposed Hypotheses 14a – 17b.
Descriptive and Correlational Analyses
Tables 4 contains means, standard deviations, and reliabilities for both company samples,
as well as combined summary statistics. Table 5 contains intercorrelations between study
variables, with combined personality and performance outcome correlations sample weighted but
uncorrected. Note that cognitive ability is a combined measure of error detection and pattern
matching measures. Means and standard deviations from both samples indicated that
distributions were relatively normal for all study variables. Both samples tended to be on the
higher end of conscientiousness (M = 3.98, SD = 0.50) and emotional stability (M = 3.92, SD =
0.53) and reported themselves to be good problem solvers (M = 2.68, SD = 0.47) and
communicators with others (M = 2.54, SD = 0.57). Supervisors tended to rate employees highly
on both task (M = 4.42, SD = 0.76) and contextual performance (M = 3.93, SD = 0.86). See Table
4 for all descriptive statistics.
For the purposes of alignment with the tested models in this dissertation, hypotheses were
grouped first by distal predictors (e.g. cognitive ability, personality), then by outcome (e.g. task,
contextual performance). Hypotheses 1 and 2 predicted that cognitive ability will positively
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relate to two proximal variables, technical knowledge and problem solving skills. Hypothesis 1
was not supported (r= .08, ns), while Hypothesis 2 was supported (r= .24, p<.01).
Hypotheses 3 and 4 were also supported, as conscientiousness was significantly, positively
related to task performance (r= .30, p<.001) and communication (r= .24, p<.01).
Conscientiousness was not significantly related to contextual performance (r= .13, ns), and thus
Hypothesis 5 was not supported.
Openness to experience was significantly, positively related to perceived communication
with others (r= .23, p<.01) and problem solving (r= .38, p<.001), thus supporting Hypotheses 6
and 7. In similar fashion to cognitive ability, learning orientation was not significantly related to
technical knowledge (r= -.07, ns), thus Hypothesis 8 was not supported. Learning orientation
was, however, related to problem solving skills (r= .40, p<.001), supporting Hypothesis 9.
Technical knowledge was not related to task performance (r= -.09, ns), thus Hypothesis 10 was
not supported. Similarly, self-reported communication skills were not significantly related to
either performance outcome (r= -.03,-.05, ns), thus Hypotheses 11 and 12 were not supported.
Unlike other proximal performance variables, problem solving skills were significantly,
positively related to task performance, (r= .29, p<.01), supporting Hypothesis 13 (see Table 3 for
a summary hypothesis testing results).
Model Testing
As previously mentioned, due to several constraints of the data, path analysis was the
most appropriate method for testing the models in this study, with some known constraints to the
conclusions drawn from this form of analysis. First, summary data, not raw data were available
to the researcher, making it difficult to test a full measurement model because the measurement
model would only have one indicator for each latent variable. Further, each proximal variable
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(technical knowledge, communication, problem solving) was measured with one item, making
full measurement models difficult to estimate due to a lack of indicators.
Cole and Preacher (2014) discuss some ways to mitigate the drawbacks of path analysis,
namely the underestimation and overestimation of path coefficients and model misfit due to
unaccounted for measurement error from uncorrected manifest variables. They offer two error
correction strategies – data-based approach and a model-based approach. The data-based
approach suggests that researchers can use reliability estimates to adjust variances and correct for
unreliability prior to fitting structural models to the data. Model-based approach suggests that
researchers can use a latent variable structural equation model to conduct the manifest variable
path analysis by having one manifest variable represent each latent variable. The factor loading
for each manifest variable is set to 1 and the unique variable is set to a value informed by
estimate of data quality. They cite Hayduk’s (1987) equation (1-ρxx)σ2x as the recommended
method for determining the value of the unique variance for each manifest variable. Research
suggests that both methods have equivalent outcomes in mitigating estimation issues in manifest
variable path analysis (Rock, Werts, Linn, & Joreskog, 1977; Werts & Linn, 1970). Specifically,
both methods allow the inclusion of some measurement information, do not assume that
indicators are perfectly reliable (which is the case in many forms of human behavioral research),
and reduce the effects of measurement error on inflation or attenuation on path coefficients
associated with path analysis.
Because of the nature of the data in this study coming from two sources, having one
indicator per construct, and the equivalency of the approaches for mitigating some of these
downfalls, I chose the model-based approach to combining sample correlations and correction
for unreliability in exogenous variables (cognitive ability, personality, learning orientation) by
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fixing the unique variance to values determined using the equation above. This approach
mitigates some of the concerns mentioned above, and considering that the tested models are
simplistic, allows some confidence in the conclusions drawn from the estimated path models
described in the next section.
Model fit was determined via examination of overall fit indices, path estimates,
standardized residual variances, and theory. Thresholds for overall fit indices were determined
according to recommendations from the literature. A non-significant chi-square test indicates
better model fit because any differences between observed and model-implied covariance
matrices may be due to sampling error. Following the recommendations of Hu and Bentler
(1999), smaller standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR) values indicate better fit, and
values less than .08 indicate adequate fit. Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)
values less than .06 are considered good fit. Comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis
(TLI) both indicate the discrepancy between the tested model and null model, and values greater
than .95 indicate good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Task Performance Model 1. Task performance model 1 hypothesized that technical
knowledge would mediate the relationship between two proximal variables (cognitive ability and
learning orientation) and task performance. To test this model, cognitive ability and learning
orientation were specified as exogenous variables with unique variances fixed to account for
measurement error as described above, and technical knowledge and task performance as
endogenous variables. The hypothesized model failed to meet the criteria for an acceptably
fitting model; χ2(12)= 21.48*, CFI= .000, TLI= -2.11, RMSEA= .265, SRMR= .055, and
modification indices indicated that model fit would significantly improve if the path from
learning orientation to task performance were freely estimated. A direct path from learning
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orientation to task performance was a reasonable modification, given theory and the significant
relationship between the two variables, therefore I tested the alternative model, freely estimating
that path. The model fit improved significantly, χ2(13) = 6.88*, p<.01 CFI= .687, TLI= .877,
RMSEA= .206, SRMR= .055, however overall poor fit of the alternative model, residual
variance above 2, and the nonsignificance of all pathways between observed variables except for
the direct effect of learning orientation on task performance suggests that this model is not the
best representation of the data.
A multivariate delta method, similar to the Sobel method, was used to calculate the
significance of indirect effects (MacKinnon, 2008) within the context of the models tested above.
Hypotheses 14a and 14b stated that technical knowledge will mediate the relationship between
cognitive ability and task performance and learning orientation and task performance,
respectively. Both indirect effects were nonsignificant (-.00, .01, ns), thus Hypotheses 14a and
14b were not supported. The alternative model is presented in Figure 6.
Task Performance Model 2. Task performance model 2 hypothesized that employee
communication with others will mediate the relationship between two personality constructs
(conscientiousness and openness to experience) and task performance. To test this model,
conscientiousness and openness to experience were specified as exogenous variables with unique
variances fixed to account for measurement error, and communication and task performance as
endogenous variables. This model fit very well, with all model fit indices within acceptable
ranges, χ2(13) = 0.07, p=.79, CFI= 1.00, TLI= 1.09, RMSEA= .00, SRMR= .005. The direct
effect of conscientiousness on task performance was significant (β = .33, p < .001) and the direct
effect of conscientiousness on communication approached significance (β = .17, p = .07).
Hypothesis 15a stated that communication skills will partially mediate the relationship between
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conscientiousness and task performance, Hypothesis 15b stated that communication mediated the
relationship between openness to experience and task performance. Both indirect effects were
non-significant (-.02, -.02, ns) and thus both Hypotheses 15a and 15b were not supported. A
visual of this model is presented in Figure 7.
Task Performance Model 3. Task performance model 3 hypothesized that employee
problem solving will mediate the relationship between several attributes (cognitive ability,
openness to experience, and learning orientation) and task performance. To test this model, all
three distal constructs were specified as exogenous variables with unique variances fixed to
account for measurement error, and problem solving and task performance as endogenous
observed variables. This model fit was considered fair, with TLI below and RMSEA higher than
acceptable values for good fit. χ2(17) = 13.63, p < .01, CFI= .902, TLI= .672, RMSEA= .16,
SRMR= .08. Like task performance model 1, modification indices indicated that model fit would
significantly improve if the path from learning orientation to task performance were freely
estimated. The alternative model fit the data very well, χ2(18) = 4.49, p = .12, CFI= .977, TLI=
.885, RMSEA= .095, SRMR= .04, with no concerning residual variances. Direct paths from
cognitive ability (β = .23, p < .01), openness to experience (β = .27, p < .01), and learning
orientation (β = .19, p < .01) on problem solving were all significant. Additionally, there was a
significant, positive effect of problem solving on task performance (β = .25, p < .01) and learning
orientation on task performance (β = .22, p < .01).
Hypotheses 16a, 16b, and 16c stated that problem solving skills would mediate the
relationship between distal characteristics (i.e. cognitive ability, openness to experience, learning
orientation) and task performance. The indirect effect on cognitive ability to task performance
was significant and positive (.06, p < .05). The indirect effect from openness to experience to
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task performance was also significant and positive (.07, p < .05). This suggests that openness to
experience and cognitive ability work through problem solving to influence employee task
performance. The indirect pathway between learning orientation and task performance
approached significance (.05, p = .06) and would likely reach significance in the context of a
larger sample size and greater statistical power. Overall, this task model (See Figure 8) was a
good representation of the available data for understanding factors that influence task
performance.
Contextual Performance Model. The final model focused on contextual performance
and hypothesized that employee communication with others will partially mediate the
relationship between two attributes (openness to experience and conscientiousness) and
contextual performance. To test this model, conscientiousness and openness to experience were
specified as exogenous variables with unique variances fixed to account for measurement error,
and communication and contextual performance as endogenous variables. Direct paths from
conscientiousness to contextual performance and openness to experience and contextual
performance were freely estimated. This model was just identified and therefore model fit
indices could not be evaluated. However, all direct and indirect effects were non-significant.
Given that the direct effects of both personality variables on contextual performance were nonsignificant and in the name of parsimony, I estimated a simpler model but constrained the direct
paths from conscientiousness to contextual performance and openness to experience and
contextual performance. This model fit very well (See Figure 9), with all model fit indices within
acceptable ranges, χ2(12) = 3.02, CFI= .979, TLI= .936, RMSEA= .061, SRMR= .042. Like the
just identified model, direct pathways between observed variables were non-significant.
Additionally, there were no significant indirect effects between communication skills and
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contextual performance, and thus Hypotheses 17a and 17b were not supported. Model path
estimates are shown in Figure 9. See Table 6 for a summary of all model fit statistics.
Regression Analyses to Inform Theoretical Model
A series of regression analyses were run to understand the contribution of the distal
characteristics in predicting the mediators and the mediators predicting performance outcomes.
First, I regressed each mediator (problem solving, communication, and technical knowledge)
onto each distal predictor (cognitive ability, conscientiousness, openness to experience, and
learning orientation). The group of individual characteristics accounted for 52% of the variance
in problem solving (F(4,75)= 6.87, p<.001), though none of the characteristics significantly
predicted problem solving individually, likely due to high levels of shared variance. Similarly,
the individual characteristics accounted for 39% of the variance in communication (F(4,75) =
2.55, p<.05), though none of the characteristics significantly predicted communication
individually. These same characteristics did not significantly predict technical knowledge. The
mediators predicted 33% of the variance in task performance (F(3,76) = 4.83, p<.05), with the
majority of that variance in problem solving significantly predicting task performance (β = .33,
p<.01). The mediators did not significantly predict contextual performance.
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Table 3. Tested Hypotheses and Statistical Analyses
#
Hypothesis
Analysis
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14a

14b

15a

Cognitive ability will positively relate
to technical knowledge.
Cognitive ability will positively relate
to problem solving skills.
Conscientiousness will positively
relate to task performance.
Conscientiousness will positively
relate to communication with others.
Conscientiousness will positively
relate to contextual performance.
Openness to experience will
positively relate to communication
with others.
Openness to experience will
positively relate to problem solving
skills.
Learning orientation will positively
relate to technical knowledge.
Learning orientation will positively
relate to problem solving skills.
Technical knowledge will positively
relate to task performance.
Communication with others will
positively relate to task performance.
Communication with others will
positively relate to contextual
performance.
Problem solving skills will positively
relate to task performance.
Technical knowledge will mediate the
relationship between cognitive ability
and task performance.
Technical knowledge will mediate the
relationship between learning
orientation and task performance.
Communication skills will partially
mediate the relationship between
conscientiousness and task
performance.

Supported?

Correlational

Effect
Type
Additive

Correlational

Additive

Yes

Correlational

Additive

Yes

Correlational

Additive

Yes

Correlational

Additive

No

Correlational

Additive

Yes

Correlational

Additive

Yes

Correlational

Additive

No

Correlational

Additive

Yes

Correlational

Additive

No

Correlational

Additive

No

Correlational

Additive

No

Correlational

Additive

Yes

SEM

Mediating

No

SEM

Mediating

No

SEM

Mediating

No

No
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Table 3. (Continued)
#
Hypothesis
15b

16a

16b

16c

17a

17b

Analysis

Communication skills will mediate
the relationship between openness to
experience and task performance.
Problem solving skills will mediate
the relationship between cognitive
ability and task performance.
Problem solving skills will mediate
the relationship between openness to
experience and task performance.
Problem solving skills will mediate
the relationship between learning
orientation and task performance.

SEM

Effect
Type
Mediating

Supported?

SEM

Mediating

Yes

SEM

Mediating

Yes

SEM

Mediating

Communication skills will partially
mediate the relationship between
conscientiousness and contextual
performance.
Communication skills will mediate
the relationship between openness to
experience and contextual
performance.

SEM

Mediating

No, but
approaching
significance
(p<.08)
No

SEM

Mediating

No

No
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Table 4. Descriptive Statistics and Reliabilities
Variable
Job Tenure
Certifications
Degree
Conscientiousness
Emotional Stability
Extraversion
Openness to Experience
Learning Orientation
Problem Solving
Communication
Cognitive Ability
Error Detection
Pattern Matching
Task Performance
Contextual Performance

Mean
2.36
0.44
3.01
4.12
3.90
3.44
3.69
4.28
2.68
2.54
1.31
0.58
0.76
4.29
4.36

Company 1
SD
1.19
0.97
0.74
0.45
0.57
0.64
0.54
0.41
0.47
0.57
0.46
0.32
0.18
0.66
0.75

Alpha
.84
.87
.83
.75
.70
.92
.66
.94
-

Mean
3.80
3.96
3.95
3.82
-0.03
0.56
0.25
4.60
3.35

Company 2
SD
0.52
0.47
0.56
0.57
1.69
0.18
0.08
0.86
0.63

Alpha
.80
.75
.70
.72
.74
.64
.64
.86
-

Difference?
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Combined
Mean
SD
3.98
0.50
3.92
0.53
3.65
0.66
3.75
0.55
0.74
1.33
0.57
0.48
0.54
0.50
4.42
0.76
3.93
0.86

Notes: Cognitive Ability is the aggregate of error detection and pattern matching measures. Coefficient alpha for cognitive ability was
calculated using the two standardized facets. Problem solving and communication were both self-reported by employees using a
comparative scale. Problem Solving, Communication, and Extra Role Performance were 1 item measures, therefore coefficient alpha
could not be calculated for these measures.
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Table 5. Intercorrelations among Study Variables
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1. Job Tenure

-

2. Technical Knowledge

-.07

-

3. Education

.17

.04

-

4. Conscientiousness

.18

-.13

-.05

-

5. Emotional Stability

.11

-.09

-.07

.74**

-

6. Extraversion

.07

-.25* .05

.40**

.48**

7. Openness to Experience

.12

-.21

-.14

.50** .52**

.43**

-

8. Learning Orientation

.03

-.07

.00

.62** .44**

.17

.56**

9. Problem Solving

.12

-.13

-.03

.44** .37**

.08

.38** .40**

10. Communication

-.03

-.11

.05

.24*

.13

.22*

.23*

.34** .33**

11. Cognitive Ability

.02

.08

-.05

.25*

.10

-.06

.00

.06

.24*

-.15

-

12. Error Detection

.04

.07

.03

.30** .14

.02

.02

.13

.29*

-.11

.89**

13. Pattern Matching

.04

.02

-.09

.15

-.09

.02

-.03

.16

-.19

.84** .55** -

14. Task Performance

.05

-.09

.00

.30** .17*

.11

.12

.32*

.29*

-.03

.22*

.23*

.14

-

15. Contextual Performance

.05

-.05

.18

.13

.08

.06

.19

.23*

-.05

.15

.11

.15

.63** -

.04

.07

-

-

-

Notes: **p <.01, *p <.05. N=139 for conscientiousness, emotional stability, extraversion, openness to experience, cognitive ability, task
performance, extra role performance; N=80 for job tenure, technical knowledge, education, learning orientation, problem solving,
communication. Technical knowledge is measured via number of technology related certifications. All combined correlations are
sample weighted and uncorrected. No significant difference between sample correlations.
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Table 6. Model Fit Statistics
Model description

χ2
21.48**

12

.000

-2.11 .265

90% CI: SRMR
RMSEA
.171, .371
.104

6.88*

13

.687

-.877 .206

.083, .362

.055

Hypothesized Task Performance Model 2

0.069

13

1.00

1.094 .000

.000, .145

.005

Hypothesized Task Performance Model 3

13.63*

17

.902

.672 .160

.080, .250

.057

Alternative Task Performance Model 3

4.49

18

.977

.885 .095

.000, .215

.038

Hypothesized Contextual Performance Model

0.00

14

1.00

1.00 .000

.000, .000

.000

3.02

12

.979

.936 .061

.000, .190

.042

Hypothesized Task Performance Model 1
Alternative Task Performance Model 1

Alternative Contextual Performance Model

df

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

Notes: *p < .05, **p < .01; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index of fit; RMSEA = root mean square error of
approximation; SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual
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Figure 6. Path analysis results for final Task Performance Model 1. Original model did not
freely estimate the direct path from learning orientation to task performance. **p< .01.
Standardized coefficients are reported. χ2(13) = 6.88*, CFI= .687, TLI= .877, RMSEA= .206,
SRMR= .055.
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Figure 7. Path analysis results for final Task Performance Model 2. **p< .01. Standardized
coefficients are reported. χ2(13) = 0.07, CFI= 1.00, TLI= 1.09, RMSEA= .00, SRMR= .005.
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Figure 8. Path analysis results for final Task Performance Model 3.Original model did not freely
estimate the direct path from learning orientation to task performance. **p< .01. Standardized
coefficients are reported. χ2(18) = 4.49, CFI= .977, TLI= .885, RMSEA= .095, SRMR= .04.
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Figure 9. Path analysis results for final Contextual Performance Model. Original model freely
estimated the direct paths from conscientiousness and openness to experience to contextual
performance. **p< .01. Standardized coefficients are reported. χ2(12) = 3.02, CFI= .979, TLI=
.936, RMSEA= .061, SRMR= .042.
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Chapter Four
Discussion
The overarching goal of this study was to better understand some of the relationships
between various psychosocial factors and how they influence different aspects of performance in
cybersecurity professionals. This topic interests organizations worldwide in government and
industry alike as they search for individuals with the “it” factor for success in a challenging,
highly technical, and often lucrative field. Outside of government efforts, research in the United
States related to non-technical human characteristics in cyber has been sparse, likely because
access to such a specialized, often private population is difficult given that organizational
impulse to protect details about their cyber employees and their work is high. Even for
researchers within organizations, the performance measurement process required of criterion
validation studies can be challenging in an environment where individual and team performance
are highly interwoven, the absence of events is often seen as a measure of success, and the
performance requirements of a work role may render static measurement as an ineffective gauge
of long term performance.
This study was merely one in several ongoing efforts to address the issue of individual
characteristics in cyber, with the hope that researchers will work towards understanding how and
why certain individuals are successful at navigating such a technical landscape. As a small piece
of this effort, this study looked at the relationships between several individual psychosocial
characteristics and their influence on job performance in cybersecurity employees. Overall,
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results supported the notion that there are factors beyond technical ability that relate
performance, such as error detection, conscientiousness, and learning orientation.
In this section I discuss specific hypothesized relationships between variables in this
study. Second, I discuss the results from a series of models tested and their impact on
conclusions that can be drawn in relation to the larger theoretical model. Next, I will discuss a
series of implications for research and practice in understanding and measuring cybersecurity
performance. Finally, I will review the limitations of the current study and touch on directions
for the future of cyber research.
Direct Relationships between Distal Predictors and Outcomes
The current study argued that a number of cognitive, personality, and motivational
individual characteristics are related to several mediating and performance related outcomes.
Hypotheses 1 and 2 addressed the relationship between cognitive ability and technical
knowledge and problem solving skills and technical knowledge, respectively. Of those three
outcomes, cognitive ability was significantly, positively related to both problem solving, as well
as task performance. These relationships are highly consistent with research that cognitive
function helps adults solve problems (Burton, Strauss, Hultsch, & Hunter, 2006; Hambrick &
Engle, 2003) and heavily documented evidence that cognitive ability is related to task
performance (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Intelligent individuals have the capability to make links
and develop solutions for highly complex and ambiguous technical and nontechnical situations,
making it an ideal attribute for individuals in a variety of cyber roles. Of the two cognitive ability
facets in this study, error detection was more strongly related to performance than pattern
matching. This makes sense in the context of the work roles in this study, given that cyber
analysts reacting to incidents need to be able to detect anomalies in systems to determine the root
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cause of the problem. Technical knowledge was not related to cognitive ability, which may be an
artifact of using number of certifications as a proxy for technical knowledge. Number of
certifications does not necessary indicate quality of certifications, and individuals can use a
variety of techniques to obtain certifications that may or may not require heavy cognitive
function to acquire. In the implications section, I delve deeper into organizational use of
certifications as a proxy for technical knowledge, and potentially more useful alternatives for
accurately gauging this construct.
Hypotheses 3-7 addressed the relationships between personality variables,
conscientiousness and openness to experience, and a variety of outcomes. Conscientiousness was
positively, significantly related to self-rated communication with others and task performance.
This indicated that individuals who have self-discipline, act dutifully, and aim for achievement
also see themselves as being able to communicate with others better than their peers, which is
consistent with research that has suggested that conscientiousness can help with impression
management and manipulation (Ahmed & Naqvi, 2015). Unsurprisingly, conscientiousness was
significantly related to and predictive of (β = .33) task performance, which is consistent in
direction and magnitude with a plethora of research on the constructs in a variety of work roles
(Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Interestingly, some research suggests that cybersecurity professionals
have higher means levels of conscientiousness than information technology professionals (Freed,
2014). Conscientiousness has a weaker, nonsignificant relationship to contextual performance,
perhaps due to the nature of the way contextual performance was measured in this study –
conscientious employees do not necessarily treat customer issues more positively.
Openness to experience was significantly, positively related to self-rated communication
and problem solving. Individuals who are more open may be better communicators due to their
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willingness to listen to ideas from others and empathize with others. They may also be better
problem solvers due to their natural curiosity to explore new solutions and think
unconventionally (D’Zurilla, Maydeu-Olivares, & Gallardo-Pujol, 2011). It should be noted that
structural path models were non-significant for conscientiousness and openness influencing
communication, likely due to small samples and underpowered models.
Hypotheses 8 and 9 suggested that learning orientation would relate to technical
knowledge and problem solving skills. Learning orientation is motivational in nature in that it
may drive individuals toward new learning ventures and persistence in solving problems. The
data supported this notion, as learning orientation was strongly, positively related to problem
solving. Technical knowledge and learning orientation were weakly, negatively related, and
while nonsignificant, the direction of the relationship is contrary to what one would expect. One
potential explanation is that someone who is naturally inclined to effortful cognitive activities
might not necessarily be interested in obtaining standard certifications as opposed to learning on
their own. Because the majority of the participants in this sample had 1 or fewer certifications,
lack of variance in this measure could also account for some of the non-significant effects.
Direct Relationships between Mediators and Performance Outcomes
This study proposed that technical knowledge will be positively related to task
performance. Hypotheses 11 and 12 suggested that communication with others would be
positively related to task and contextual performance. Self-reported communication was not
significantly related to either performance outcome, which may be an artifact of the way
performance was measured in this study. The path coefficients from the task and contextual
performance models supported this notion. While we know that communication is an important
element in many cybersecurity jobs (Newhouse et al., 2017), task performance was measured
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using very technical and data related items, which do not account for a communication factor.
Similarly, contextual performance was measured in terms of positive action for customer service,
which do not necessarily touch on a communication element. Communication likely is an
important component of both offensive and defensive cyber success due to heavy team and
complex problem solving elements (Mueller-Hanson & Garza, 2016). Additional research should
look at the role communication plays in cyber performance when the construct is measured using
the full spectrum of facets related to cyber jobs. Unlike communication, problem solving was
related to and predictive of task performance. Practitioners and researchers agree that problem
solving has a place in cyber related learning and work (Adams & Makramalla, 2015; Bishop,
2007; Dasgupta, Ferebee, & Michalewicz, 2013), as it is critical to dealing with cyber incidents,
ambiguous situations, and unexpected events.
Indirect Relationships between Distal Predictors and Performance Outcomes
Given the non-significant relationships between technical performance and other study
variables, it is unsurprising that there were non-significant indirect effects between cognitive
ability, learning orientation, and task performance. This means that cognitive ability and learning
orientation do not predict task performance through technical knowledge. Rather, the path
models support the notion that learning orientation is partially mediated by problem solving in
influencing task performance. In other words, learning orientation both directly and indirectly
influences task performance scores. Similarly, cognitive ability works through problem solving
to predict task performance. These results align with the model suggested by Jose et al. (2016).
While not quite significant, there is some evidence that problem solving also mediates the
relationship between openness to experience and task performance. There were no significant
indirect paths for the contextual performance model.
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Theoretical Model
Due to sampling limitations, a larger theoretical model (Figure 1) was unrealistic to test
in the current study. However, information from the models tested above and a series of
regression analyses can point to areas where the model had strengths, weaknesses, and where
future research is necessary. The path model results and regression analyses showed strong
support for the notion that all three types of distal attributes worked through problem solving to
predict task performance. It also provides support for the direct effects of certain individual
traits, like learning orientation, on cyber performance.
Implications
The current study has a number of implications and lessons learned that can help inform
future theory and practice. First, to my knowledge, this study was the first of its kind to
simultaneously model individual attributes and their linkages to cyber personnel performance.
This study points to opportunities for research to help inform practical issues such as cyber work
role selection and training. Second, the relationships and effects in this study highlight the
potential importance of “persistent problem solving” in cybersecurity personnel. Third, the
measurement of certifications as technical knowledge in the current study has raised the question
of usefulness of this practice for organizations. Finally, there are implications for cyber
performance measurement and the challenges that surround it for cyber researchers.
Modeling Specific Cyber Attributes. This study sought to provide insight into how
multiple individual attributes simultaneously influence cyber performance, but it is merely start
to this effort. Researchers and practitioners are just starting to understand the complex series of
characteristics important to the cyber domain. By understanding the difference between more
stable, individual attributes (e.g. cognitive ability, personality) and they work through more
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trainable characteristics (e.g. communication, problem solving), practitioners can begin to target
individuals who have great potential for success in cyber and build talent management systems to
capitalize on this talent over time. Further, the ability to test individuals on selected, specific
attributes (rather than general domains) in these areas is a powerful tool for reducing testing
burden and increasing predictive accuracy.
Persistent Problem Solving. One of the most interesting outcomes of this study is the
direct effect and indirect effects of conscientiousness and learning orientation on task
performance and how they partially work through problem solving to account for variance in
performance. This points to a quality that can be termed “persistent problem solving,” or the
need to constantly think about and persist with problems at hand until they are solved. This
characteristic is often mentioned by cyber subject matter experts as that predisposition to “poke”
at problems continuously, and the inability to leave the problems alone until they are solved. To
my knowledge, this construct has not been formally studied in the cybersecurity domain, and I
encourage researchers to take a closer look at what this characteristic might entail and its benefits
to cyber.
Certifications as a Proxy for Technical Knowledge. The current study used computer
and cybersecurity-related certifications as a proxy for technical knowledge, a common practice
in industry. This practice makes theoretical sense – certifications are touted by vendors as the
best way to understand if an individual has the technical acumen (and ability to learn) that a
work role might require. Certifications are often commonly tied to job level and pay in
organizations, as it is easy for organizations to quantify knowledge and experience this way.
However, experts debate about the usefulness of certifications in determining if an individual
will be successful on the job (Oltsik, 2016; Yasin, 2016). According to a Cybersecurity
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Professionals report from Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG) and the Information Systems
Security Association (ISSA), many certifications act as “padding” for cyber professionals’
resumes, except for CISSP, may provide limited incremental value to these professionals. In fact,
only a small minority of cybersecurity professionals felt that most certifications provide the
KSAOs they need to do their jobs (Oltsik, 2018). This study supports that notion, as number of
certifications was unrelated to both task and contextual performance. One potential explanation
for this phenomenon is that organizations may have specific, nuanced systems and requirements
that require knowledge that is taught internal to the organization through formal training or on
the job experiences. For work roles that require organizationally specific technical knowledge
prior to entrance on the job, organizations should implement knowledge-based testing (or
performance-based testing, where applicable) to assess candidate’s knowledge or ability to
perform technical prerequisites.
Measuring Cyber Performance. The current study used supervisor-rated performance
measures for both task and contextual performance-based on job analysis of the work roles in the
sample. While this is common practice in performance measurement, it may not always be the
most appropriate method for assessing individuals when there may be other performance
outcomes that truly matter for individual and team tasks. Additionally, supervisors may not
always have the technical expertise or oversight to accurately rate their own employees’
performance. This is not to say that cyber performance measurement is easy – success in this
realm is often defined as the absence of events, and individual and team performance are highly
intertwined and often confused in operational settings. Performance-based assessments are one
avenue for assessing if individuals can perform the tasks required on the job in a high fidelity,
face valid setting (Adler, Boyce, Martin, & Dreibelbis, 2019). These types of assessments can,
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however, be expensive and time consuming to develop, maintain, and score, and measurement
can be challenging in these complex environments. Researchers and practitioners should
continue to explore new avenues to evaluating cyber performance by partnering with subject
matter experts to merge sound measurement techniques with real world, realistic, and practical
assessment.
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
The current study has several limitations, primarily driven by the nature of field research
and the constraints that accompany it. First, problem solving and communication were selfreported by participants with single item measures comparing themselves to their peers. Because
of this method, it is difficult to assess if employees had different comparison points for gauging
their abilities related to these constructs, or if their perceptions are accurate compared to
objective measures of communication and problem solving. Despite these concerns, self-reported
problem solving was related to supervisor-rated performance, so from a criterion validation
perspective, this type of measurement for this construct may be appropriate. Communication was
unrelated to performance, and it is difficult to know if those results are driven by a true lack of
relationship between communication and performance, or due to the nature of self-report. Future
studies interested in these factors should collect both multiple sources of data (e.g. self-report,
objective, supervisor/peer-rated) to evaluate not only the intercorrelations between methods but
also to determine the method most effective for predicting cyber performance. This type of
information can inform organizational selection and placement practices.
Second, due to the propriety nature of the data and the single item measures of the
mediating constructs, I was unable to assess full measurement models in addition to the
structural models tested in this study. While I did perform model corrections for measurement
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error in the exogenous variables, it is still preferable to be able to estimate full measurement
models where possible to reduce path estimation error, especially for more complex models
(Cold & Preacher, 2014).
Third, due to the limitations of field research and access to populations like cyber
personnel, the sample size in this study was small for model testing, likely resulting in
underpowered models that had the reduced ability to detect the proposed mediating effects. To
the extent possible, researchers should partner with multiple organizations willing to share data
and study these individual characteristics across a variety of cyber work roles in larger
populations.
Next, the current study used certifications as a proxy for technical knowledge and
provides evidence that such a proxy may not be as useful for predicting performance as once
thought. Researchers should investigate the relationships between demonstrated technical
knowledge, measured via knowledge test or similar rather than certification, and actual task
performance, measured via simulation or other hands on, high fidelity assessment. Results of
such research can inform training and selection practices, as these types of tests can be used to
both screen job applicants and reinforce training concepts that prepare individuals to enter the
cyber domain both in an out of the military.
Finally, there are still linkages in the theoretical model presented here that were unable to
be tested in this study due to the constraints of field research, such as the impact of these distal
and proximal attributes on adaptive performance in cybersecurity, as well as the impact of
adaptivity on more specific types of task performance. It would behoove research and industry to
begin modeling and understanding how different aspects of cyber performance are interlinked,
and the extent to which individual differences like those in the current study play a role in those
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linkages. Additionally, it would also be interesting for future studies to look at how different
facets of cognitive ability, personality, and motivation influence performance beyond those
included in this study.
Conclusion
The present study drew from several theoretical frameworks of cybersecurity
performance to inform a series of testable models that can help us further understand the distal
and proximal individual attributes that contribute to successful cyber performance. Results
showed that several individual attributes related to cybersecurity personnel task performance.
Additionally, path analysis indicated that cognitive ability, personality, and motivational factors
work through problem solving to influence performance in cybersecurity personnel. However,
communication and technical knowledge (as measured by technical certifications) do not have
the same mediating effect. Scholars and practitioners alike should continue to explore the role of
non-technical attributes of individuals both currently in and those interested in cyber work roles
in order to inform best practices in selection, placement, and training in the growing cyber
domain.
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Appendix A: Sample Employee Survey Measures
Demographics
What is your sex?
 Male
 Female
 Prefer not to say
Please indicate your age in years
 16-24
 25-34
 35-44
 45-54
 55-64
 65 and older___
What is your race?
 White
 Non-white
What is your current job title? _________________
How long have you been at your current job?
 Less than 1 year
 1 to less than 2 years
 2 to less than 4 years
 4 to less than 6 years
 6 to less than 8 years
 8 years or more
What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?
 High School/Some college
 Associate’s degree
 BA/BS
 MA/MS
 Professional degree
 Doctoral degree
How many computer or cybersecurity related certifications do you currently hold? [Number
entry]
Cognitive Ability (38 items)
Note: Items are not available due to the proprietary nature of the scales.
Dimension 1: Error Detection (12 items)
Dimension 2: Pattern matching (26 items)
Personality:
Conscientiousness (20 items total)
Sample Items:
I always keep my commitments.
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I always see a task through until it is complete.
I am precise in my work.
Rating Scale:
1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree
Emotional Stability (20 items)
Sample Items:
I find many things irritate me at work.
I remain calm at work.
People see me as very self-controlled.
Rating Scale:
1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree
Extraversion (10 items)
Sample Items:
I work better on my own.
I am a cooperative person.
I like team interaction as a way of working.
Rating Scale:
1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree
Openness to Experience (10 items)
Sample Items:
I adapt easily to new situations.
I find unexpected changes to be frustrating.
I find it easy to adapt to new ways of doing things.
Rating Scale:
1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree
Motivation:
Learning Orientation (10 items)
Sample Items:
I regularly take on new challenges to develop myself.
I actively seek and learn from feedback about my mistakes, shortcomings, and blind spots.
I enjoy increasing my knowledge when needed.
Rating Scale:
1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree
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Mediators:
Problem Solving (1 item – self rated)
How would you rate yourself in relation to your peers for Problem Solving?
Rating Scale:
1 = Below Average, 2 = Average, 3 = Above Average
Communication (1 item – self rated)
How would you rate yourself in relation to your peers for Communicating with Others?
Rating Scale:
1 = Below Average, 2 = Average, 3 = Above Average
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Appendix B: Sample Supervisor Survey Measures
Task performance (9 items)
Sample Items:
Utilizes privacy standards when sharing, accessing, and storing data.
Adheres to quality and safety standards in handling a customer's data.
Uses fact-finding techniques and diagnostic tools to identify problems.
Rating Scale:
1 = Worse Than Most
2 = Worse Than Average
3 = Average
4 = Better Than Average
5 = Better Than Most
Contextual Performance (1 item)
Responds to unexpected customer requests with a sense of urgency and positive action.
Rating Scale:
1 = Worse Than Most
2 = Worse Than Average
3 = Average
4 = Better Than Average
5 = Better Than Most
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Appendix C: Signed Memorandum of Understanding
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